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of authors are brought into play to compose Blum's argument
about why cities matter.
I will not do justice to the richness of Blum's argument about the
potential importance of the city. What I took from his argument
is that the city is a possible site for collective identity and, from
that, collective action. The imaginative structure of the city
"refers to the ways in which any city is conceived as orienting to
the recognition, persistence, and maintenance of its difference
as a feature of its routine problem-solving" (40). The problemsolving is about the mundane activities of daily life in the city
but also about the big questions about existence. "The city is
the place where (and it is a place because) the end of collective life is taken up as a question releasing experimentation and
resistance, conflict and enmity. In taking up such questions, the
city serves as a locus of collectivization for its civilization" (298).
As Blum relates culture back to problem-solving ("the notion of
culture at its best makes reference to collective problem-solving
in situations that are fundamentally destabilized" [19]) the culture of cities can be looked at in the production of new norms
and in the ways in which this production serves as a locus of
collectivization, as a potential site for collective action.
The different settings Blum examines in order to look at the production of new norms demonstrate the broad range of his analysis. To mention only a few that I found particularly interesting:
cosmopolitanism (and parochialism), scenes, and nightlife all
provide perspectives for Blum to analyze the ambiguities of the
material and ideal dimensions of the city, and the ways these
interact in the expression of distinctiveness. Cosmopolitanism
and parochialism are both parts of all great cities, and Blum
returns to his metaphor of the two-headed city, "both universal
and local at the same time" (140). The analysis of "scenes" also
plays on the idea of ambiguity—a scene is both art and commodity, pleasure and function, "as both a way of doing business
and as an exciting departure from the routines of doing business" (188).
I found the discussion of nighttime particularly interesting, in
part because of recent policies introduced in European cities looking at the 24-hour city. Blum concludes his analysis
of nighttime and the expression of distinctiveness by asking
whether globalization is turning all cities into identical 24-hour
cities. And his answer, in the negative, suggests that "such
specificity appears as those sorts of relations and observable
practices through which cities mark the beginning and ends of
their nights" (161). This describes very nicely the ways in which
some cities have indeed been acting collectively to put into
place programs and policies that take into account the 24-hour
city, whereas others have not. As Blum says, global factors play
out in all cities, but the reactions are not identical from city to
city.
At the same time, this discussion of nighttime highlights for
me the limits to The Imaginative Structure of the City or, rather,
what I found disappointing about the book. With some exceptions, there is little about real cities, and after reading the book,
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I did not feel that I knew more about Toronto's expression of
its distinctiveness or Berlin's particular way of expressing the
objectives of collective life. However, I do have some new and
interesting ideas about locations where the distinctiveness of
specific cities could be expressed, and also how they could
be examined. In addition, the book does succeed in building
the intellectual argument that the expression of distinctiveness
is possible, and important, for a city, even with globalization,
and thus justifies our wanting to understand the particular
expressions of a particular city's identity. And that certainly is a
worthwhile project.
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Although the products of very different cultures and nations,
Osaka ("Kitchen of the Country"), Moscow ("Russia's Calico
Heart"), and Chicago ("Porkopolis") shared a common experience of inclusive politics during the years 1870-1920. In a
superb study, Blair A. Ruble (Kennan Institute for Advanced
Russian Studies) perceptively argues that, in an era of capitalist industrial development, spectacular demographic growth
(largely the result of in-migration), and deep social diversity and
fragmentation, an inclusionary approach to municipal governance—what he calls "pragmatic pluralism"—could (and did)
advance community interests. Indeed, three positive examples—port revitalization in Osaka, the battle for public control
over transit contracts in Chicago, and adult education policies
in Moscow—illustrate how the pragmatic politics of compromise produced policy outcomes that, although still imperfect,
improved the quality of life of city inhabitants in a meaningful
way. The key to success here was that civic leaders and politicians, in particular Nikolai Alekseev, Seki Hajime, and Carter H.
Harrison—both father and son—"accepted complexity, viewing urban management as a process rather than a series of
finite policy results" (36). Contrariwise, three negative examples—housing and sanitation reform in Moscow, social welfare
policies in Osaka, and charter reform in Chicago—fell prey
to deep-seated contradictions and conflicts that a pragmatic
search for compromise could not subdue.
But how convincing is it to explain essentially everything by a
commitment (or lack thereof) to tolerance, compromise, and
pragmatism? Can creativity, innovation, and the practice of
politics without hegemony really tell the whole story? It may very
well be too simplistic to attribute, for example, the rice riots of
1918 in Osaka or the red summer of 1919 in Chicago primarily
to a breakdown in the process of political accommodation.
National and international factors, over which municipal rulers
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